In this work, we used a mesoscopic modeling via a computational lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) to simulate the two-dimensional (2D) laminar flow through a triangle obstacle with a fixed blockage ratio, 1 4 β = , inside a channel.
Introduction
In recent years, the lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) has developed efficient numerical tool for simulating fluid flow and transport phenomena based on kinetic equations and statistical physics [1] [2] [3] [4] . Typical examples are steady plane Poiseuille flow, thermal viscous cavity flow, multiphase flows and high-speed compressible flows, etc. The success of this method can be party attributed to the particle based approach which is directly inherited from its predecessor, the lattice gas automata (LGA). Unlike LGA, the LBM simulates a flow system by tracking the evolution of particle distributions instead of tracking single particles. Compared with other traditional computational fluid dynamics method, such as the finite difference method, the major advantage of LBM is that it provides a good insight into the underlying microscopic dynamics of the physical system investigated, whereas most methods focus only on the solution of the macroscopic equations.
Before we proceed further, we will give a review of previous work on flow around obstacles in a channel. The top reviews of the studies on flow past circular cylinders under free flow conditions have been widely written by Williamson [5] and Zdravkovich [6] . Whereas the publication on the flow past square cylinder [4, [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] were investigated both experimentally and numerically, for a wide range of Reynolds number and different blockage ratios between 1 20 and 1 5 . For example, Breuer et al. (2000) [4] presented accurate computations of the laminar flow past a square bar in a channel using two different methods (FEM and LBM). They showed that there is a great variation in the results in the literature for the drag coefficient and vortex shedding frequency for confined laminar flow past a square bar. Bin et al. (2003) [7] investigated the dynamical behavior of the flow with a fixed blockage ratio 1 8 β =
and found that the vortex shedding behind the cylinder induces periodicity in the flow field at low Reynolds numbers, but that the periodicity of the flow is lost for Re 300 > . Recently, Yojina et al. (2010) [12] investigated the flow pattern phenomena and the physical properties of flow field through one and two square with fixed blockage ratio 1 4 β = . They found that a steady flow becomes unstable flow for Re Re crit ≥ , Re 85 crit ≈ . Moreover, there have been more works related to the flow phenomena with obstacles, but there are slight differences in set-ups or parameters can produce immense differences in the observed flow. The study of flow past a triangle or other geometries obstacle is quite limited because numerical simulations are still relatively rare and has not been investigated to the same extent. In the present work we use the LBM to study fluid flow past triangle obstacles with a blockage ratio of 1 4 β = for a range of Re between 1 and 200. The main focus of this research is to investigate the fluid flow patterns and their behaviors in channels pass triangle obstacle by using mesoscopic modeling and the computational lattice Boltzmann method (LBM).
Lattice Boltzmann method
The lattice Boltzmann equation for the BGK model can be viewed as a discrete form of the continuous Boltzmann BGK model [13] [14] given by :
where
≡ r is the distribution function at position x r and time t
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associated with the discrete velocity e α r , i.e., a particle at position x r at time t will move to position t e x δ α r r + at time t t δ + . Equation (1) is referred to as the LBE with BGK approximation or the LBGK model. It is currently the most widely used model. At each time step, the particle distribution evolves through a two steps procedure of propagation and collision which are • Propagation -each particle streams to a neighboring node along the direction of its velocity • Collision -after all particles involved in a collision have arrived at a node their velocities are changed according to the collision operator. The collision operator is approximated by a relaxation time τ for the relaxation of the distribution towards an equilibrium distribution. In the LBGK model, we used the popular lattice structure as 2 9
D Q This structure has been widely and successfully used for simulation of 2D flows (see Figure 1 for illustration). In Figure 1 a 2 9 D Q lattice site is shown with the rest particle at the center and 8 lattice links along which particles can propagate to nearest neighbors with two different speeds depending on whether they move diagonally or along the compass directions. The velocity set for a particle is assumed to be given by:
(0, 0), 0, (cos ,sin ), 
The weighting factor α ω is given by 
Finally, by applying a multiscale analysis, or the Chapman-Enskog analysis [15] , we take the Taylor expansion of LBM in equation (1). In the incompressible limit and neglecting anybody force, we obtain the isothermal Navier-Stokes equations : 
Simulation Results
System configuration
The flow is assumed to be two-dimensional, isothermal and Newtonian fluid with constant properties. The relevant conservation equations describing the flow are the continuity and time dependent Navier-Stokes equations as (7) and (8) Figure 2 . The triangle obstacle is centered inside a plane 2D channel, with channel height H , length L and inflow length, l . In our simulation, the space is divided into 200 grid points in the x direction ( Nx ) and 40 grid points in y direction ( Ny ). For the boundary condition, we used the bounce-back condition [16] for a solid wall boundary and inlet-outlet condition [16] for an open boundary. A summary of the parameter values is given in Table1.
Lattice Boltzmann method
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Figure 2
The geometry for 2D channel with triangle obstacle. 
Simulation results
The flow around a triangle obstacle positioned inside a 2D channel has been simulated numerically on a Nx Ny × lattice for a fixed ratio of obstacle size to channel height of 1 4 β = and for Reynolds numbers of 30, 60, 100, and 130. For the computational domain (see Figure 2) , we used the obstacle size of 10 d = lattice units and channel height 40 H = . Our analysis of the observed flow patterns was discussed for the flow phenomena and the vortex shedding pattern in downstream which are obtained from the flow velocity magnitudes. Figure 3 shows a plot of these patterns for various Re numbers. In our observations, the laminar flow changed to an unstable flow at Re 60 ≈ , which is called the critical Reynolds number ( Re crit ) as shown in Figure 3 (b). It can be seen that for Re Re crit < , the velocity profiles show laminar flow or steady flow (Figure 3(a) ).
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For Re crit R ≥ the flow patterns became asymmetric and we found that after a sufficient number of iterations these flows began to periodically shed vortices into the stream (see Figures 3(b)-3(d) ). An unstable flow pattern which consists of a periodic vortex shedding pattern behind the obstacle is called a von Karman vortex street.
Velocity intensity: In order to make a detailed comparison of the velocity profiles of the flow pattern phenomena, we found that the Re crit for the flow pass a triangle obstacle is less than the Re crit for flow pass a square obstacle in [12] whereas the same parameters investigations. It was noticed that the flow pattern pass the triangle obstacle generates periodic vortex shedding patterns more quickly than the flow pattern pass square obstacle as shown in Figure 4 . Moreover, we measured the velocity distribution along the centerline of the channel for Re 100 = . It can be seen that there are large fluctuations in velocity for most of the length of the channel but that the fluctuations become small in far wake near the channel outlet. Moreover, we found that the velocity behind the triangle obstacle is more fluctuations than the velocity behind the square obstacle (see Figures 5(a)-(b) ). 
Figure 5
The instantaneous velocity at the centerline of channel for Re 100 = (a) a triangle obstacle and (b) a square obstacle [12] .
We have shown in this research that the lattice BGK model can yield reliable results for time-dependent fluid flow past the obstacle in a channel. We have investigated the flow pattern phenomena of the vortex shedding behind a triangle obstacle and shown that it changes significantly with the Reynolds number. In our observations, the flow pattern changed from steady flow to unstable flow at the critical Reynolds number, Re 60 crit ≈ . Moreover, the results are consistent with previous work.
